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Abstract 

In last decade lots of work done in the field of data prediction, various approaches used for data prediction like 

ARMA, Kalman Filter, LMS and recently work on Deep Learning based LSTM approach. In current scenario sensor 

is best resource for data collecting and used in various place like border surveillance, security purpose, monitoring 

and so on.  The limitation of sensor nodes are low battery power, low memory and low computation power.   

In this paper we proposed a hybrid model which is work in two steps in first step Deep learning-based LSTM 

approach for data prediction in wireless sensor network and in second step apply feed forward filter with gateway to 

improve network performance, simulation process is done by Spyder 3.8 with intel dataset it gives better result. 
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Introduction: 

Wireless sensor network is only single choice to collecting information, data gathering and monitoring 

environmental and physical condition since 1940, it is frequently sense temperature, humidity and 

vibration  So widely used in all sensitive places including military for border surveillance, in agriculture 

for Crop protection, in house security used as burglar alarm as well as used in most of daily uses 

appliances and traffic monitoring[1].  Challenges of sensor nodes are low battery power, low memory 

space and low computational speed. Lots of work has been done to overcome such challenges but day by 

day increasing of data transmission speed and huge number IoT based appliances, challenges are not 

overcome. Data prediction method is best solution for decreasing such type of problem. Data prediction is 

done by three approaches time series forecasting, stochastics and algorithms approach. Stochastics 

approach mostly used in probability density function while algorithm used in heuristic function, data 

prediction in wireless sensor networks widely used time series forecasting in this approaches LMS, Gray 

model and Kalman filter widely used[5].  

Since last few year wireless sensor network widely used in domestic appliances and other sensitive areas 

like military and also for space research with high speed data transmission, so it is necessary to modify 

existing prediction method, however researchers continuously working for implementing of machine 

learning concept in data prediction. Machine learning is very strong strategy for providing accurate result 

with large scale of data as well as improving network performance. Nowadays, most of researchers and 

scientist work to make machine as intelligent by using Artificial intelligence. AI is very broad area most 

of software as well as other company divert to work with this like Google Alexa and other. Machine 

learning is a part of AI and further divided in supervised and unsupervised learning and also subdivided in 

Deep learning, reinforcement learning and CNN which provide accurate result at acceptance level with 

large scale of data without need of prior information. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next section introduced related work and third section 

include brief description of proposed model of data prediction using deep learning and forth section 

compiled simulation result and conclusion of proposed approach. 

 

Related work 
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Data prediction is widely used in wireless sensor network for traffic monitoring, weather forecasting, 

financial prediction and space research. Most popular and oldest  approach for data prediction is  Kalman 

filter based dual prediction which is also used by NASA in Apollo mission for successful returning of 

Neel Arm strong from moon surface in 1969, in this approach each node work as a filter and estimate next 

measurement at same time the sink node or base station also work with measured value that is threshold 

value measured by sink node and compared with predicted value if both value are same the data will 

stored otherwise discard it.  

Olston [8] proposed TRAPP based data reduction used query-based optimization and deliberated different 

models of the sensor node, it performs data transmission between synchronous intervals, it is mainly 

focused on energy savings but not solve the major challenging issues. Rajagopalan [9] survey on various 

data normal operational techniques and stochastic models to reduce the communication overhead, remove 

data redundancy and increase the battery lifetime the data need not be reported on every sink node where 

the sink node does not give the information to the root node, this model fails on aggregated data in this 

model lack communication and also cannot improve memory space. Biljana Risteska Stojkoska [13] 

explain the LMS based data prediction method, in this process used previous knowledge of data, it 

implemented on variable step-size method and proved 95% aggregated data has improved on the cluster 

network. El-Telbany [16] suggest to increase the battery life and improve energy consumption, while 

transmission if any node failure source and destination provides the same prediction values, the proposed 

methodology also used the same prediction approach. Seyed Ahmed [9] proposed a A Hybrid Prediction 

Model for Energy-Efficient Data Collection in Wireless Sensor Networks based on decision tree (DT), 

autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), and Kalman filtering (KF) methods which is mainly 

used for decrease unnecessary data transmission by predict the data sampling requirement of sensor 

nodes. To perform data sampling predictions in the WSNs efficiently, clustering and data aggregation to 

each cluster head are utilized, mainly to reduce the processing overheads generating the prediction model.  

All of above work for data prediction are properly working for improving battery power of sensor node as 

well as data transmission and fault detection in wireless sensor network without use of any machine 

learning or deep learning algorithm but in case of environment monitoring, weather forecasting and 

border surveillance we can apply deep learning algorithm for data features for prediction. For such type of 

prediction CNN and LSTM widely used however RNN also used in some places but it is mostly used in 

time series analysis. LSTM is special type of recurrent neural network able to learning and memorizing 

for long term. For reducing the energy consumption in wireless sensor network, Hamed Nazaktbar [10] 

used Reinforcement learning technique to improve prediction rate by the help of dual prediction such type 

of model leaned environmental signals collection. A time series predictive model proposed by Adrien 

Russo[11] this model applicable wireless sensor networks based on self- organizing algorithm which is 

used for managing system integrity and anomaly monitoring, in this system when any node will not 

properly working or stop data collecting, the value simultaneously change according to predictive model. 

Ki-Seong Lee [12] proposed Deep learning–based real-time query processing for wireless sensor 

networks in this work a monitoring framework used for wireless sensor network to streaming data 

analysis based on deep learning. This model is applicable where time requirement is strictly followed and 

result of data analysis is required in time bond while complete data are not received. Deep learning query 

generator, Query processor and deep learning predictor are used for correcting data. Cheng et al [13] also 

suggest a data prediction model for wireless sensor network using multi-node and multi-feature where 

multi nodes refer to sensor node,  based on bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM) network in this 

work he quantify the similar features between various sensory node and construct a bidirectional LSTM 

based model which is used temporal correlation between the sensory data and its historical data, the 

spatial correlation of the sensory data between different nodes, and the low data quality caused by the 

transmission error of the sensor network. For finding the damage of wind turbine, Alves Maicon Melo 

[14] proposed a method using time series forecasting with ARIMA and Fuzzy logic to finding effect of 

temperature on damage of wind turbine, in this model wireless sensor is collect the influence of ambient 
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temperature on turbine blade and predict the value if temperature is higher than saturation point then it 

may be possible to damage turbine blade.  Q. Liu [15] proposed a method to predict traffic speed 

farecasting in this method CNN is used to improve LSTM prediction method used three‐dimensional data 

matrices constructed by traffic flow, speed, and occupancy in 15 minutes interval data collected compared 

with other prediction mechanism.  Sinha et al. [16] proposed a data aggregation and prediction model 

TDPA based on time data prediction. The model generates an estimate of future data to analyze the 

prediction error and this error is uses the predicted value to save transmission energy consumption when 

the prediction meets a predefined threshold.  Fu et al. proposed a model for predicting traffic flow using 

long short-term memory networks (LSTM). They compare the performance of ARIMA and LSTM in 

predicting traffic flow problems and prove that LSTM has certain advantages in traffic flow prediction. 

Fu et al. [17] proposed a model for predicting traffic flow using long short-term memory networks 

(LSTM). They compare the performance of ARIMA and LSTM in predicting traffic flow problems and 

prove that LSTM has certain advantages in traffic flow prediction  

Tomoki Kawamura [18] proposed a method for monitoring train condition and predicting the power 

consumption of sensor node in a wireless sensor network. In this paper the frequent changes in train 

compartment configuration and environmental changes problem are include for These problems often 

lead to changes in the network configuration and communication environment between wireless sensor, 

making it difficult to predict their power consumption. Monte Carlo method is proposed to predict power 

consumption in WSN.  F. U. M. Ullah and Seyed Ahmad Soleymani [3,19] proposed prediction 

mechanism  for residential  energy consumption that also used long short term memory in bi directional 

including multilayer with  CNN, this method working in  three steps in first step data is collected and 

preprocessing it then in second step a CNN and M-BDLSTM used for input data and find predicted value 

which is tested on house hold electricity power consumption. 

The Proposed Model 

Various model were proposed for data prediction in wireless sensor network, some popular model are 

Kalman Filter, Gray model, LMS based model these model are used in past but recently researchers work 

in the field of data prediction and improving network performance using machine learning so more 

accuracy is found, in continuation of this work we proposed a data prediction model for wireless sensor 

network using Deep learning. Deep learning focused on creating algorithm that can explain and learn data 

abstraction at both high and low level, some important applications are game theory and neuroscience etc. 

Deep learning also support 5G technology with large amount of data and give high accuracy.. Deep 

learning is also subdivided is various types like CNN, RNN, LSTM, Deep Belief network, Auto encoder 

and Deep Boltazman machine etc. each algorithm is used for some specific purpose, for data prediction in 

wireless sensor networks LSTM algorithm is providing better result compare to other mechanism [2]. 

Our proposed model work in two steps 

1. Data Prediction 

2. Improving Network Performance 

Data Prediction: Sensor node is small low battery powered device, it collects data from outside the 

world or surrounding area in the form of temperature, humidity, light or other way. Maximum energy of 

sensor node is consumed in transferring the captured data to base station, it is directly affected to network 

performance as well as consuming extra power, the challenges is to reduce transmission. Our proposed 

model is helpful to reduce data transmission by using LSTM algorithm which is special kind of Recurrent 

neural network (RNN).  Rather than other deep learning algorithm RNN, CNN, LSTM have good ability 

to preserve long term data and avoiding vanishing gradient problem. It works like other neural network 

having mostly three layers input layer, output layer and hidden layer but LSTM have also forgot Gate and 

Cell state. 
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the chain structure of LSTM including three gates. The cell of LSTM is divided in five stage.  

A. Cell state (Ct) 

B. Hidden state (Ht) 

C. Input gate (It) 

D. Forget Gate (ft) 

E. Output Gate (Ft) 

The Cell state is represented by the Ct is an internal memory of cell used for storing long term as well as 

short term memory while Hidden state Ht is output state which is used for finding current state, previous 

hidden state and current cell information which is compared with desired output or future coefficient, 

mainly used for predicting the value, next input gate It decide that which information passes to cell state, 

forget gate Ft decide how much information is passes to current state from previous state to current state. 

The most important output gate Ft decide how much data is send to previous hidden cell to decide which 

memory is selected short term or long term. We explain in details how data will be collected from each 

cell and predict accordingly. Let Xt-1, Xt, Xt+1 are the input stat, current state and next state accordingly but 

in this case input state is concinnated with current state again Yt-1, Yt, Yt+1 are the various output 

respectively. Ut will be the weight vector for hidden layer. In the first step current input is concinnated 

with previous hidden state and fed into the forget layer with removing non relevant information and 

combining with input layer for deciding the data for new cell state. By using the equation, we can 

calculate Ct , Ht, It, ft, Ft respectively 

                           Ct = ft*Ct-1+it*C’t                                                                                                              1 

In above equation we calculated Ct which is input cell and combination of ft and it received 

                                      ft = σ (Wf.[Ct-1, Ht-1, .Xt] + bf)                                                                   2 

                                         ίt = σ (Wi.[Ct-1, Ht-1, .Xt] + bi)                                                                     3 

                                         ᴏt = σ (Wo.[Ct-1, Ht-1, .Xo] + bo)                                                                4 

in equation 2, ft is calculated by using of sigmoidal function with dot multiplication of wait matrix Wf and 

input matrix of  Ct-1, Ht-1, .Xt  also adding bias of bt. on same way ίt and  ᴏt will calculated, but after 

calculating ft, we apply tanh function to calculating ht and this function will be found by multiplication of  

ᴏt with Ct  which will already calculated previously. So ht will given by the equation 5. 

                                                       ht =   ᴏt*tanh (Ct)                                                                        5 

on computing foregate layer candidate layer and input layer calculate cell state with the help of previous 

vector after that pointwise multiplication of output and new cell state will gives the new hidden state.  

In simple way we explain whole process step by step 

1. In first step it is decided by forget gate using sigmoidal function which information is flow in cell 

state Ct. 

2. In second step which information is stored in cell state, decided in two step first using sigmoidal 

of input layer for updating value and in second step tanh layer create new vector for added in 

previous state and provide current state its Ct-1 to Ct . 

3. In third step multiplying old state with ft for deciding earlier state. 

4. In last step we decide actual output value or future state. This output is based on our cell state.    
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                                                    Figure 1: LSTM Network Architecture 

We got predicted value from equation 5.  

Improving Network Performance 

Next important things are to improving network performance which is handled by applying feed forward 

approach for data processing. Feed forward approach is lie to improving QoS, security as well as network 

performance [7]. A Gateway have significant importance, it has decision forward approach and basic 

function of gateway is to filtering the data which decide the received packed is to be forward or not if 

need to forward then send to base station otherwise reject it. Routing and traffic aggregation are major 

function of gateway and it also responsible for storing, computing as well as deciding that where data is 

sending or receiving from concern path [6]. These features of gateway will minimize energy consumption 

of sensor node and improve network performance. In figure 1 feed forward approach is showing, data is 

collected is various sensor nodes and send to data center but gateway have important role between data 

center and sensor node. Only specify data is to be send to data center after confirm from feedforward 

approach, the request is sent to datacenter and wait for reply message, if reply message is not receiving in 

given time interval then packet is not sent to data center. Hence security will increase and unnecessary 

bourdon of data transmission also decrees it will improve network performance.    
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Figure 2. Feed forward approach with gateway 

In figure 2 all sensors node collect data from outside world and transferring to gateway through LSTM 

based prediction strategy and applying feed forward approach to confirm data requirement and 

authentication after confirmation received from data center and got acknowledgement, the data will send 

to data center otherwise it will rejected at gateway level. It is useful to reducing unnecessary data 

transmission and increasing network performance.  

Algorithm: Feed forward Approach for Data Processing.  

Step 1: Initialize the sensor nodes at network. 

Step2: Sensor nodes collect the data and forwards to the Prediction filter then gateway. 

 Step 3: Gateway forwards the request message to the datacenter. 

 Step 4: Datacenter responds with a feedback about the timestamp of the data required 

 Step5: Gateway collects the data at particular time requested by the server and forwards to datacenter. 

Step6:  User can access the data any time that are stored in the datacenter. 

Simulation and Result 

The proposed model is tested with python (Spyder 3.8) for data prediction with intel data set on 50000 

data with temperature and epoch graph, it gives 18.36 ERMS value on applying LSTM algorithm with 

training data and 23.24 ERMS value on testing data. Testing and training data are separated with 25:75 

ratio of whole data while simulate same data with another prediction approach ARMA it gives 28.72 

ERMS value with same factor temperature and epoch. On other hand network performance is also 

improved and gives batter result with using feedforward approach with gateway as compared to without 

applying feedforward approach and gateway also monitoring service regularly. 

 

Figure (a) ERMS value with Training data set (b) ERMS value with testing data set.   
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Figure (a) Energy consumption of the sensor nodes (b) Service discovery of sensor nodes 

Conclusion:  

Data prediction using LSTM provide better performance rather than other method and feedforward 

approach with gateway is help to improve network performance. Result is proven with Spyder 3.8 with 

intel data set on calculating Root mean square error with temperature and epoch.  
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